
Venture Studio{ }
A Greenhouse for Kingdom ventures

and their Maverick Founders.



Let's Explore It

The CG venture studio is a greenhouse
incubator for investor readiness and revenue
performance. It's a journey where founders
discover deep purpose and develop the faith
to lead high-growth ventures into scalability
and market leadership. 

THE VENTURE STUDIO
REIMAGINING



FAITH

We are the
believers behind
the believers.

FOUNDER 
FOCUSED

Yes, our wisdom, playbook, and
investor network accelerate and de-
risk ideas, increasing the probability
and magnitude of success. But there
is so much more in a Kingdom
economy. 

Faith

Higher Calling

Full-Stack Playbook

Investor Readiness



FAITH
Iconic Founders are driven by Faith.
The kind that moves mountains. 

Developing a founder's faith is the
bedrock of everything we do inside the
Venture Studio.

Faith will become the oxygen for your
growth.

CALLINGAccording to your faith let it be done to
you. Matthew 9:29



CALLING
The heartbeat behind every Kingdom
venture is it's higher calling.

And the genesis of our relationships
begin with the commitment to honor
and steward the call of every founder.

This is the x-factor to growth,
multiplication, scalability and success. 

PLAYBOOKI pray that the eyes of your heart may be
enlightened in order that you may know
the hope to which he has called you.
Ephesians 1:18



PLAYBOOK

The full-stack playbook is performance
operating system which produces the
fuel to scale ... revenue and profits.

Every founder must develop the
complete set of skills to develop a
digital marketing and sales ecosystem 
 centered around buyer journey.  

Every founder will become a full-stack
entrepreneur.

READINESSBut remember the Lord your God, for it is
he who gives you the ability to produce
wealth. Deuteronomy 8:18



READINESS

A new breed of Kingdom investors has
emerged.

They are funding founders driven by
faith, purpose, freedom and the
Kingdom of God.

They are seeking founders who have
created the capacity to scale, reaching
a state of investor readiness.

ConnectRun [your race] in such a way that you
may seize the prize and make it yours! 
1 Corinthians 9:24
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